A TRUE SPACE STORY!

Of the Space King, Spacemen and Space City!

Illustrated by Eman Artist & Jac Sailor
A long time ago, the Great King of Space and His Son, the Space Prince, together with their millions of Space-men, created a great & miraculous machine called the Universe. They made tiny bits of electrical energy that spin around and around each other in a wheel! This tiny wheel is called the atom. With these tiny atoms they built this marvellous gigantic machine with huge fiery balls spinning around each other, all in perfect timing & order like the workings of a great clock--This is how the Universe began!
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The great big fiery balls were called the Sun and the stars, and the smaller ones made of rock and dirt were called Planets.--And they are all separated by millions of miles of Space. On the planet Earth the Great Space King and His Son began a great scientific experiment to show Their great love, power, wisdom and kindness, to show the difference between Good and Evil, and to prove that Right is really better than Wrong!
On the Earth the great Space King created some very amazing, complicated and special living machines which were run by His Own supernatural energy. They were called Earthmen, and they were actually alive and could think and move and control themselves and even be repaired and make more of themselves!
“Our God shall supply all your needs” -- Philippians 4:19

The Space King, their great Creator, also gave the Earth all the food and fuel and supplies that the Earthmen would need. He gave them many other living machines to use, known as plants and animals, which were also filled with His supernatural energy called Life, miraculous and beautiful!
He gave the Earthmen a special Book of Instructions to teach them how to take care of themselves and to help them live loving, good and useful lives. This Book of Instructions also warned the Earthmen not to harm or hurt their living machines (bodies) or disobey the Book of Instructions, because if they did they would die! So the Earthmen were given the freedom to choose between right and wrong, between good and bad. This was a big lesson to the Earthmen that they needed to love and obey their Maker and learn to make the right choice so they could be saved from evil.
The Space King even allowed the Earthmen to be tested by some bad rebellious Spacemen led by Lucifer, one of His fallen officers, in order to show who would choose to love and obey the Instruction Book and their Creator. He said that those Earthmen who did believe & follow and obey the Space King & His Son would be rewarded with Everlasting Life & become Eternal Spacemen in the glorious Space City with the King & His Son!
The Great Commission!

The great Space King even sent His Own Son, the Space Prince, to Earth to love and help & save the Earthmen. The Space Prince promised to give them supernatural power to overcome General Lucifer and his evil Spacemen.
Everyone who believes in the Space Prince and follows the Instruction Book is given this special power.
But Earthmen who don't follow the Space Prince and His Book of Instructions do not have this supernatural power to resist the lies of Lucifer and are easily tricked by his temptations and lies! Lucifer made them believe a lie, called Evolution, that the Space King was not their Owner and Maker, but that they had made themselves! So these foolish Earthmen began to worship themselves and the works of their own hands, more than their Creator, thinking they were becoming gods! Because they follow Lucifer and his evil Spacemen, they will be destroyed!
Lucifer even has a plan to destroy the good Earthmen who follow the Instruction Book and the Space Prince! Lucifer is even now secretly leading certain evil Earthmen to set up a One-World Government to be led by Lucifer's own son, a very evil Superman. He will pretend to be the true Space Prince and copy His Kingdom!
Right now at this very moment, the One-World Government of Lucifer's Superman is secretly taking over all Earthmen's governments and Religious Systems. He has already taken over their Educational System with his false lie of Evolution, which destroys men's faith in the Book and their Creator.
So evil Earthmen can not be trusted with the freedom that their Creator gave them, because they refuse to follow and obey the Great Space King and His Son. So they become slaves of Lucifer and their own machines and governments. Because they choose to do evil & want to destroy the good & not live for love, they will finally die!
But the King of the Universe and His Son will protect His loyal followers, the good Earthmen who refuse to follow Lucifer’s son. Even if some are destroyed they will be given new and eternal bodies and will live forever in Space City!
Then the magnificent Space Prince will invade the Earth from Outer Space! He will then give all His faithful followers new bodies like His Own Eternal body. He will destroy the evil Superman's government in flames and all those who follow him! He will then set up His own perfect Kingdom here on Earth, ruled by Himself and the good Earthmen who followed Him and His Book! They will finally rule with the Space King & His Prince forever!
Are you a member of His Kingdom of Love?--If you'd like to be, just pray this little prayer: "Dear Jesus (the Space Prince), please come into my heart and fill me with Your love, and forgive my sins, and help me to love others and tell them about You!--In Jesus' Name. Amen." (For more exciting stories of the Space King and His Son, see the Book of Instructions--the Bible!)